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FOREWORD

With the growing needs for prepared personnel in the health

field, St. Philip's College and the Texas Education Agency have

acknowledged it's responsibility in this area. San Antonio and

Bexar County have taken great strides in developing a medical

complex. However, the ever-increasing shortage of trained per-

sonnel has limite4 many hospitals and health care centers as well

as patients residing in these institutions. This pilot project

is an attempt to develop an adequate training program and to as-

sist in the future development and expansion of those occupations

in which critical shortage of personnel occurs in the health

fields.

For many years the mentally retarded people have been gen-

erally untrained and ill-equipped to enter the working world.

It is with this thought that these individuals represent a pot-

ential personnel for training which could function adequately

and resourcefully in the health fields that this project was

undertaken. The mentally retarded individual has, in the past,

proven that he can undertake varied tasks and function well with-

in his capabilities. Thus, through the cooperation of the office

of Vocational Rehabilitation, St. Philip's College, the Texas

Education Agency, and the Lutheran General Hospital, a pilot

project was established to determine if it is feasible that the



mentally retarded could be adequately trained and function in

a hospital setting. In order to meet the needs of a community

and develop a training program working with the mentally re-

tarded, this project, therefore, purports to contribute to the

understanding of the feasibility of such an undertaking. Thus

in the case of all projects, many people have made important

contributions. Especially the nursing service personnel and

the participating agencies which offered valuable assistance in

the training of the mentally retarded. Appreciation is express-

ed also to the administrative groups, the Advisory Committees,

and all other individuals who gave support and counsel to this

project.

Robert Rest, Ph.D.
Occupational Research Analysis
for Nurse's Aide Program
San Antonio, Texas
1967.1968
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PURPOSE

Previous to this project, the mentally retarded individual

who both professed interest and abilities to become a Nurse's

Aide, was trained on the job in various institutions and set

tings. No formal course of training was available. Most

trainees were left to the discretion of the training instit-

ution to learn the necessary skiils and knowledge leading to

the objective of Nurse's Aide. The training institutions such

as hospitals and nursing homes did not offer any formal train-

ing other than what the student was able to learn on the job,

thus the knowledge a student obtained was dependent upon the

supervisor in charge and each student completed the training

with various degrees fl knowledge with no consistent trainmg

program available to them. Therefore, It is believed that given

a more organized and formal course of training the students

would be better qualified for the objective and could without

impunity, seek employment as a trained qualified aide. The

atAimption is predicated on the fact that formal training would

not only assist the mentally retarded individual to become employ-

able but also develop a program as well as determine the factors

that would lead to successfull completion and employment by the

mentally retarded individual. Therefore, the objective of this
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demonstration is three-fold:

(1) to determine the feasibility of such an object-

ive for the mentally retarded individual.

(2) to determine the job training method and length

of time to qualify the trainee as a Nurse's

Aide

(3) to determine the effects of such training upon

the individual in the hospital environment.

The notion that the training of retarded people for Nurse's

Aide is feasible has historical president dating back to 1941 in

which Sullivan, Clark and Tiegs state, "Mental abitity 44 one

o6 -the mo-tst 4-1,gru',6i1ant 6acto46 that mut be given attention

Ln eduaation and in occupattonat adjutant. Fuquentey, -the

degnee 06 inte,teigence ho the aontitotUng 6aeton. I.n 4Lite.e.441

howeva, meowte6 oiS eapaaty a6 inteteigenee 4houtd neva be

uzed alone, but showed be consMeited 1.n Ada-Ulm4 -to otha iar-t-

0/0." Thus, mental ability should not be the only criteria for

training of Nurse's Aide as other factors have also been judged

to enter into the feasibility of the mentally retarded individ-

ual successfully working as a Nurse's Aide. It should be remem-

bered that certain other personality factors such as capacity

for job, loyalty, ability to get along with people, kindness

and tact are necessary and essential as the ability to do certain

kinds of jobs.
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The length of training has never been established nor the

method in training been considered in on-the-job training programs,

therefore, the teaching methods adapted were considered flexible

to assist the student in obtaining the maximum knowledge possible

within the limited capacity. It was expected that each student

would vary with their learning ability and the instructor had to

be aware of the individual differences. Also it is believed that

certain knowledge and skills were necessary to be a Nurse's Aide.

With this in mind, a tentative course outline was established to

impart basic information and knowledge.

The last objecttve, that is, knowing the effects of such

training on the individual in the hospital environment was essent-

ial to the success of the program. It was believed that hospitals

and nursing homes were sympathic towards the employment.of the

mentally retarded, but could not allow the patient within the

hospital to be placed in jeopardy by a person who would endanger

the lives of these patients.

In order to meet the objectives, many other factors were to

be considered:

(1) the tntellectual level, that is, can a retarded

individual be placed in a setting that requires

responsibility as well as a highly unstructured

situation demanding more than just rote activity4



It was believed that r tarded individuals could

learn and complete varied tasks rather than as

previously thought that the retarded individ-

uals should only be placed in occupations re-

quiring simplicity and repetitiveness.

(2) The second consideration for success or failure

was the behavior of the retarded individual. It

has been stated that retarded individuals be-

havior problems are usually of such a nature

that they could not function in a hospital set-

ting because of their emotional immature-like

behavior, childish activities, and other behav-

ioral problems that are quite often associated

with the mentally retarded.

(3) The third factor considered was the retarded in-

dividuals interest, that is, did the retarded in-

dividual have a sustained interest over a period

of time to complete an objective and become em-

ployable in an occupation involved with close

usually of a manual nature.

(4) The fourth factor to be considered was the indiv-

relationships with other people. It has been felt

in the past, the mentally retarded should only be

employed in menial task involving concrete objects,
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idual's motivation, that is, does a mentally re-

tarded individual tend to select occupations in

which competition with others is at a minimum

as w ll as designed to complete an objective

rather than continue to rely on others to assist

and guide them.

There could be a fifth factor that wuld include combina-

tions of the above in order to determine if a retarded individ

ual could successfully complete the objective and become employ-

able.

THE PLAN

Three separate agencies were the participants in this pro-

gram, the office of Vocational Rehabilitation, St. Philip's

College, and the Lutheran General Hospital (formerly Grace Luth-

eran Hospital). Each agency's duties were outlined and contracts

were established for working agreements. The office of Voca-

tional Rehabilitation selected and referred the students to

the Nurse's Aide program. St. Philip's College offered the

training and the Lutheran General Hospital completed the training

by the necessary supervised training in the hospital setting.

Upon such completion of the program, the student received a

diploma and a letter outlining the programs for the student in

order that these would serve as credentials of completion when
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applying for a job. The graduation ceremony was to be replete

with the usual services offered in most college graduating

classes. Thus, the student would be more aware of their ach-

ievements and would experience the feeling of accomplishment

and his success. For most mentally retarded indtviduals, there

has been a continual failing pattern in the school and had need

for special education, thus, the final ceremony of graduation

offered for the most part, the first time in their lives the

feeling of success and completion.

METHOD

The project was established to operate for one year. During

this period of time, there were to be four classes. Each class

was to be of three months duration. Approximately twenty stud-

ents were to be selected. The training consisted of one month

formal classroom training and two months of supervised training

in a hospital setting. The formal classroom training consisted

of orientation and basic procedures for the first month. The cur-

riculum was as follow:

Curriculum

NURSE'S AIDE PROGRAM

Total time spent: Three months, four hours per day

Classroom lecture and laboratory practice: One month, 86 hours

Supervised hospital practice: Two months, 160 hours.

6



Unit

ORIENTATION

Topic

Estimated
Lecture Time

1 What Makes a Good Nurse's Aide? 1

2 Your Uniform
1

3 First Impressions are Lasting
1

4 Those Who Care for the Sick
1

5 Spiritual Needs of the Patient
1

6 You Must Be Observant
1

7 Getting to Knaw Your Patient
1

8 Personal Health and Habits
1

9 Legal Responsibility
1

TOTAL (HOURS)

Unit

BASIC PROCEDURES
Estimated Related Labora-

Topic Lecture Time _s2ELlEactIst.._

1 Handwashing
1

2 Care of Hospital Equipment 1

3 Care of Utensils
1

4 Care of Rubber Ooods 1

5 Cleaning Service Room & Kitchen

6 Cleaning Unit
1 1

7 XAking an Unoccupied Bed 1 3

8 Admitting the Patient 1

9 Care of Patient's Valuables 1

10 Dress and Undress Patient 1

11 Care of Flowers
1

12 Passing Drinking Water 1

13 Feeding the Helpless Patient 1

14
15

Applying Hot Water Bottle

Applying Icecap

1

1
>1

16 Measuring Intake and Output 2

17 Giving Bedpan/Urinal
1 1

18 Collecting Urine Specimen 2

19 Moving and Turning the Patient 1

20 -Assisting Patient Into a Chair 1

21 Assisting Patient for Surgery & Making 2 1

Anesthetic Bed

22 Assisting Patient Onto a Cart 1

23 Care of Mouth and Teeth 1

24 Care of Hair and Scalp 1

25 Giving a Backrub
1 2



Unit Topic

Estimated
Lecture Time

26 Care of Hands and Feet 1

27 Making an Occupied Bed 1

28 Morning and Evening Care 3

TOTAL (HOURS) 3

ADVANCED INSTRUCTION

29 Giving a Bed Bath 2

30 Assisting with a Shower Bath 2

31 Giving a Sitz Bath 2

32 Inserting a Rectal Tube 2

33 Giving a Cleansing Enema 2

34 Giving an Oil Retention Enema 2

35
36

Apply Binders
Restraining the Patient

22

37 Temperature, Pulse, Respiration 2

38 Prevention and Treating Decubitus 2

39 Use of a Bed Cradle 1

40 Care of Body after Death 1

TOTAL (HOURS) 22

TESTING

Each student had been tested previously for intellectual

level. The Wecshler Adult Intelligence Scale or the Stanford-

Binet was administered. During the course of training, further

testing, was completed to determine their reading, arithmetic, and

spelling levels. The Wide Range Achievement Test was administered.

Also the Occupational Interest Inventory was administered to

students in an effort to determine patterns of interest and ob-

jectives. Th, California Test of Personality was also administered

Related Labor-
EtsvaliastkIL.

2

12

4

2

2

2

10
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measuring self-adjustment, social adjustment, and total adjust-

ment At the time of determining procedures, it was not known

whether the students would complete all of the testing since all

students were mentally retarded and possibly could not read at

the level that the test was constructed. Thus, the test battery

was tentative and subject to change based upon the students

themselves. These test were administered for the following

reasons:

(1) that their iest .1,3formance would have no bearing

on their jobs

(2) the tests did not relate to nursing

(3) no advance study preparations were required

(4) testees would not be identified by name anywhere

in the study.

While in the hospital each student Tems rated on many fact-

ors. An Aide check list was completed on each student showing

their progress. They were rated as good, average, or poor. The

check list was as follows:

AIDE CHECK LIST

Good Average Poor

Cleaning a Unit

A. Equipment
B. Bed and bedside furniture

Admission Routine

A. Admitting patient

B. Dress and undress patient

C. Care of clothing, valuables

D. Care of flowers

9



Trays - Feeding Patients

A. Passing trays
B. Passing extra nourishment
D. Diets (special)

Care of Elimination

A. Give and remove bedpan
B. Give and remove urinal
C. Collect urine specimen
D. Intake and output
E. Clinitest

Hygienic Procedures

A. Care of mouth and teeth
B. Care of hands and feet

C. Care of hair and scalp

Therapeutic Procedures

A. Fill
B. Fill
C. Pass
D. Give
E. Give

Bedmaking

Good Average Poor

and apply hot water bottle
and apply icecap
rectal tube
cleansing enema
oil retention enema

A. Unoccupied
B. Occupied
C. Anesthetic bed
D. Bed cradle

Assisting Patient

Bath

A. Into chair
B. Into wheelchair
C. On and off cart
D. To raise up, turn

A. Partial
B. Complete
C. Backrub
D. Sitz bath
E. Shower

10



Good Average Poor

Binders

A. Breast
B. Sculteus
C. Straight
D. "T"

B. Ace

T.P.R.

A. Oral
B. Rectal
C. Auxillary

Patient Safety and Comfort

A. Side rails and restraints

B. Decubitus

Others:

There was anticipated that some students would not be able

to complete the course of training for various reasons. Referrals

were completed to the office of Vocational Rehabilitation request-

ing the withdrawal of a student that was found not acceptdble. A

simple check list was constructed giving the reasons for the re-

quest of withdrawal and the check list as follows:

hoz not been pnogne-64ing

4ati,64actolaty in the Nwuse Aide lkognam. Thaeicate

quuted that 4he be, cotthckawn 6on, the £oteowing nea.sonz:

1 Unabte to -Wm, isimpee. puieedwa.-6.

2 Beh,avion pubter6 which wowed Limit hen wank.

3 No inteitezt in -the twining.

4 OtheA,

Date:

11

Robe At Rot, Ph.D.
Mo./ea Difte.o.ton.



TABLE I

WECHSLER ADULT INTELLIGENCE SCALE (WAIS)

S.4blect Verbal Performance Full Scale

Al 63 79 68

AZ 65 72 67

A3 55 55 51

A4 55 68 58

A5 69 73 69

A6 81 57 67

A7 67 79 70

A8 75 74 73

A9 66 70 66

A10 61 50 51

All 71 76 71

Al2 52 79 62

A13 61 71 63

A14 56 75 62

A15 60 77 66

A16 67 73 68

All - 74 -

B1 65 58 58

B2 55 49 50

B3 69 72 68

B4 - 59 -
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TABLE I (CONTINUED)

WECHSLERADULT INTELLIGENCE SCALE (WAIS)

atila Verbal Performance Full Sc le

B5 64 64 62

B6 63 71 67

B7 63 69 63

138 70 69 68

139 71 82 74

1310 63 81 68

Bll 69 55 59

BI2 71 79 73

B13 61 85 70

1314 72 65 66

1315 67 72 67

B16 59 75 62

1317 66 75 67

B18 63 64 59

B101 72 57 62

Cl 60 65 64

C2 58 51 51

C3 57 86 68

C4 51 71 57

C5 71 68 67

C6

C7 54

13



TABLE I (CONTINUED)

WECHSLER ADULT INTELLIGENCE SCALE (WAIS)

idest Verbal Performance S ale

08

09 58 86 69

010 78 72 74

C11 71 83 75

D1 63 54 55

D2 57 72 61

D3 56 61 54

D4 62 68 62



TABLE II

WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST

atiect Reading Arithmetic in

AI

A2

A3 1.5 2.6 3.4

A4 4.8 5.5 1.9

A5

A6

Al 6.0 6.3 6.1

A8 1.7 2.6 2.3

A9 3.2 4.6 3.4

Al0 5.0 4.9 2.3

All 6.3 4.6 5.3

Al2 2.8 2.6 3.9

A13 4.8 4.0 1.9

A14 4.4 4.3 6.1

A15 4.4 5.5 5 3

A16 2.6 3.0 4.4

Al7 2.2 3.7 4414

B1 4.2 4.4 5.2

B2

B3 2.2 4.9 4.4

B4 1.7 3.4 2.6
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TABLE II (CONTINUED)

WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST

Subje t &WM& Arithme ic Spelling

B5

36 3.2

37

B8 2.2 3.9 4.0

119 2.4 5.3 3.7

B10

311 -

B12 2.6 4.9 4.3

313

3.9 5.5

B14 2.0 2.9 2.6

B15 4.6 3.9 5.5

B16

317 4.8 6.5 4.6

B18 3.2 3.9 3.7

319

Cl 2.0 3.4 2.6

C2

C3 3.5 4.4 4.3

C4 2.0 3.4 2.6

C5 6.5 4.9 5.8

C6 8.3 4.4 6.0
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TABLE II (CONTINUED)

WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST

Sublect Realim

C7 2.6

C8 2.6

C9 1.5

C10 3.2

C11 2.6

D1 3,9

D2 2.8

D3 2.4

D4 2.8

Arithme ic !Edam
4.4 3.0

3.4 3.7

3.4

4.4

4.4

4.9

3.4

2.9

2.9

2.2

4.0

3.7

3.7

3.7

2.2

1.9



TABLE III

OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST INVENTORY

Highest Field Highest Type
of Interest of Interest

Level of
Interest

Al Pers. Soc. Verb. Comp. 20%

A2 Pers. Soc. Verb. 60%

A3 Pers. Soc. Comp. 40%

A4 Pers. Soc. Comp. 40%

A5 Pers. Soc. Manipulative 60%

A6

A7 Business Computational 60%

A8 Mechanical Manipulative 80%

A9 Nat. Mech. Computational 70%

Al0 Pers. Soc. Verbal 60%

All Nat. Mech. Manipulative 50%
Science

Al2 Nat. Science Manipulative 60%

Al3 Natural Verb. Manip. 30%

MA Bus, Science Verbal 30%

Al5 Mechanical Computational 30%

Al6 Pers. Soc. Verbal 60%

All Bus. Science Computational 20%

18



TABLE IV

CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY

Subject Adjustment
Self

Al
010,

A2 25%

A3 5%

A4

A5 15%

A6
.

A7 15%

A8 10%

A9 10%

A10 1%

All 10%

Al2 1%

A13 5%

£1.4 5%

A15 1%

£1.6 5%

A17 5%

19

Adjustment
- Social

40%

Adjustment
- Total

30%

5% 5%

5% 107.

20% 20%

15% 10%

5% 5%

5% 5%

10% 10%

10% 5%

10% 5%

10% 10%

20% 10%

20% 10%

5% 5%



Specific Outcothe

TABLE V

OUTCOME OF TRAINING

Number of Students Percentage

Working as Nurse's Aide 17 33%

Working, but not as Nurse's Aide 8 16%

Failed to complete the course 13 25%

Married, choose not to work 3 6%

Could not become employed due to illness 1 2%

Awaiting employment 2 4%

Unknown 7 14%

OINIONIONMMIMIlt

TOTAL Number of Students 51

20



DISCUSSION

Fifty-one students entered the training program throughout

the one year period. Most students wre tested during the course

of training, although some students were deleted from the program

before testing could be completed.

One of the purposes of the demonstration was to determine the

feasibility of such an objective as Nurse's Aide for the mentally

retarded individual. Table V reveals the final placement or outcome

of those in the program. One-third or 33 percent of the entire students

selected for the program were employed almost immediately upon grad-

uation. This percentage will probably increase in as much as this

number was confirmed approximately one week after graduation, thus,

some of the students did not have much time to seek employment before

the final completion of this report. One of the 33 percent of the

working students married as well as maintaining her job as a Nurse's

Aide. Eight of these students representing 16 percent, obtained em-

ployment in areas other than Nurse's Aide, however, other factors enter-

ed into obtaining employment in other fields. These eight students

ware placed in civil service employment. The counselor from the office.

of Vocational Rehabilitation was able to secure employment in civil

service in non-skilled areas, whereby the students were able to ob-

tair a greater income. It was the counselor's opinion in the office

of Vocational Rehabilitation that thesu students be given the opport-

unity to earn more money and, thus, were referred for these civil serv-



ice jobs. These eight students, however, represented the most cap-

able of the group, thus, it is believed that if it had not been for

the counselor's decision to place them in civil service jobs, they

also would have been employed as Nurse's Aides. Two students or 4

percent who obtained employment in other fields in this group also

became married. Three of the students or 6 percent married very

shortly after completion of training, and therefore, did not seek em-

ployment. Two students wre unemployed, although they were awaiting

placement as Nurse's Aides but have not started work. One student

b- ame ill and could not work. Seven students on completion did not

report back to the office of Vocational Rehabilitation and their re-

cords were not known as to whether they received employment or not.

The Vocational Rehabilitation counselor could not determine their out-

come since they did not report back to the office. Thirteen or 25

percent of the students Imre unable to complete the course of training

for various reasons, ranging from an inability to learn simple proce-

dures to behavior problems which limit their work. Nast of the students

that did not complete the training were for the latter reason.

The second objective reveals that the length of time appeared to

be suitable. Some students needed a slightly longer time to adjust.

Other students seemed to adjust quite readily, thus, the three months

seemed to be a very adequate time. The failures resulted from behav-

orial problems and it was believed that the 25 percent that did fail

would not have been employable in a Lospital setting no matter what the
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length of training, thus, it is believed that the three months was

necessary for them to learn controls and to adjust as well as the

knowledge in the trained areas.

In this population, most students never held a job before and,

therefore, needed to learn simple job habits and routines, such as

being on time, taking coffee breaks at prescribed hours, keeping

themselves clean, neat, and presentable, et cetera. Throughout the

course of training, modification of the program became necessary.

Some students were able to grasp certain instruction rather quickly,

such as making beds, while others could not. Therefore, individual

instructions and attentions became necessary. Also because of their

limited intellectual dbility, it was noticed in the supervised hospi-

tal setting, certain students were able to function much better with

certain hospital patients, that is, some student gravitated toward

the geriatric wards, and enjoyed and preferred this work while others

preferred working in the general medical wards.

The last objective of this demonstration was to determire the ef-

fects ot such training upon the individual in the hospital environment.

A more subjective evaluation was undertaken since observation as well

as conclusions were obtained from interviews. The Lutheran General

Hospital employed several of the students graduating in the first class.

Two interviews were held with the personnel director. The personnel

director was not directly connected with the demonstration program

and offered a more objective appraisal. In the first interview the
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personnel director stated that the student he hired offe ed no part-

icular problems tJ him, They were on time, dressed appropriately and

were able to get along with cthers equally as well as the non-retarded

staff. He did not believe that being mentally retarded should be an

obstacle in itself, although some were able to function more adequately

than others. One of the surprising results was in the second interview

with the personnel director after the project was completed and some

students had been employed at the hospital for about one year. During

this session of training the hospital had changed personnel officers.

The new personnel director was unaware of the one year program and when

questioned as to any problems that mentally retarded individuals pres-

ented he stated simply, "1 am unawake oi anyone hete that Ls tetatded,

a...though 4 thete ake, 1 don't /mow who they ate and cowed nat di4-

tinqui6h between the non-Aetaltded and the tetatded. That ate no pito-

beem6 pte6ented by anyone except:the mime tultnovek tn ho pitae pet-

4onnee tn which many teave ox vaniou4 /Lwow)." In this instance,

the students that graduated had obviously not presented any problems

due to limited intelligence or displayed behavior that would result in

dismissal. Therefore, it would appear that the hospital environment

is not adversely affected by the mentally retarded individual and

from all indications of the length of time the students had been em-

ployed suggests that they can be successfully trained and employed in

the objective of Nurse's Aide. The effects of the training on the

individual was probably noticed more in the overall appearance and
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and general behavior through observation. Thus, in order to ob-

serve the effects of the training on the individual let us follow

one student's progress report through the training.

PROGRESS REPORT ON A SINGLE STUDENT

In order to follow a student throughout the three month course

tc determine change in both behavior and eventual employment, the

student that would be considered to have average IQ within this part

icular population was selected. Student B17, who displayed various

types of behavior throughout both the classroom and hospital train-

ing. It can be noted that Student B17 is probably the most able of

all students from the standpoint of reading, arithmetic, and spelling.

However, initially, when she entered the class, a report after the

first week or two, revealed from the instructor, "the 4tudent L4 vety

Loud and 601 4tttou4. A deitnite thrubte-makek, Aecomend ptobati.on

4tatu4 o4 one wee! 1.n hozpitat and dtopptng 4.tudent ptopam 4,6

no change -in attitude ..t4 appaunt." Thus we can see the student in

the class as bsing loud, outgoing, boisterous, et cetera, and actual-

ly on probation during the first few weeks of classroom activity. As

she entered the hospital progress rep,rts continued to read as fol-

lows. The first week in March, "undeutanding appeat4 poot at time4.

Combed patient'4 hait one day, did not aomb it next day, atthough wad

tad tht6 wa6 het duty. Doan't eau an wxSut Lot Sot getiatnic4 but

keep4 buy; ha4 totn up watch which wa4 a med one anyway." March 2:
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"Combed patient'4 WA, way today, pointed th1.6 out to me when

appeaited on waitd." March 7; "Given cornpanent by head nuitze

on gm/tat/Liu, 4-tate6 4tudent 4houtd go into LYN twining." March

13: "Wading welle on new unit - oychiatny." March 15: "Caught

putting Linen on fetioa, 4tated theite wa no ptace to put Lt." Mar-

ch 20: "Doing veny weet,, 1L4 concenned ova eta64mate who ea doing

40 pooay." March 23: "Tht6 gike aoutd make an excettent nun4e,'4

ade given the oppontunity and a bLt o6 a64i4t4nce." March 28:

"Puzhed wheeteha2A 60rt, patient which had the back nut obv,looty

bitoken on one 4ide. Hadn't noticed thi4 a.t att, yet thiz mgh t

have pnoven (imaging to the patient." March 31: "KU pnobabty be

abte -to obV2n and maintain empeopnent wf.th tka haopLtat. 14 weft

tiked." Thus, we see the progress reports on Student B17 in which

initially she was almost eliminated from the program because of her

boisterous, acting-out behavior and "thouble-mafang attitude" to one

in which she is being accepted quite readily in the hospital and

eventually being well liked. And yet this student's intellectual

level appears to be no different than other students who were dropped

because of their inability to learn or adjust. When this student was

asked why she chose to become a Nurse's Aide, she wrote the follawing:

"I ehooze to be, a Nuitze,'4 Aide becathse I know that I'm quaqied to be

a nun-seo aide -Li 1 /matey put my mind to wank and not ptay. I'd /teak ly

tike to be a nume6 a2de beeawse I'd Wae to be a heepeA in my Comm-

ity. I've Zemned that to be. a. nwtoe6 aide 1 tru4-t have the abitay to
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to get along Kith othe44 and be kind to patient4 and hetpliat.

teaued dmo4t eveitything my imtaucto. taught me except at the

,ea4t ew wtek4 alitet being told eveity day, 1 tealtned that numeh

aided do not chew gum." Xt appeared that in the progress report

that Student B17 had the ability to eventually learn, both when

we noticed her reading, arithmetic, and spelling grade level, as

well as her interest in desiring to become a nurse's aide.

However, let us contrast this student who was successful with

a student who was unable to achieve or complete the course. Stud-

ent B7, whose intellectual level was similar to Student B17, but

did not complete the training because of her inability to learn

simple procedures and her behavioral problems which would limit her

work. The initial progress report in class reveals, "ha6 di604-

ttnaky pitob1em6; tnabitity to get along aug.th otheA 4tudent6; engage.d

in an exchange oif blowo with anothet ztudent; wa.6 It.ep4imanded qu.ite

toudty by anothen. -student. 6cm, hitting keit Lvi the back. 1 Itezoninend

th24 4tudent be &Lopped eta44." It can be noticed that Student

B7 not only engages in verbal boisterous behavior as Student B17 did,

but apparently acts out more physically her problems within the class-

room. Again when Student B7 was asked why she wanted to become a

Nurse's Aide, we can see her reasons being somewhat different, "Why

eho4e to be a. nux4e aide, becau6e / th.ink Lç I ztaiit being naue4

a2de, / can move up to Aegi6tetted name and head nuue and take thtee,

ow oi yeau o6 truaning and mo4t o att being a nuue you have. to

be a nut4e and thak a..t att ttme4 and teahn to iottow butkuction4 and
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thalang at aU tOne4. When 1 au a VttZe gAZ, out goal tht4

,idea and th4:4 s a4 4hoad be, OA, many othet vocatton4 and

ptoie44,ion4 need the .1ntae41 oi oat pang peopee." In her de-

sire to be a Nurse's Aide, it was rather clear that Student B7

has no concept of her limitations nor understanding as to the Nurse's

Aide training, even though, every student was instructed and given

counseling as to the program and the eventual goal Thus Student B7

did not appear to have any concept or idea as to the limit of her

work nor was she able to control her behavior in the classroom. Thus,

a combination of factors resulted in Student B7 being dropped from

the program. To date it appears that students who have a greater

control over their behavior and who are capable of reading, at least

to the third or fourth grade, should have some success in completing

the Nurse's Aide program and wentually becoming employable.

This individual was able to make the necessary adjustments and

learn behavioral controls which affected her eventual placement.

During the formal training, it was further noted that most students

were not aware of their personal appearance and each student had to

learn several basic groaming actions. First of all, many students

needed to bathe more often. In the initial class, most students were

given the opportunity to attend the gymnasium and bathe. It was fur-

ther noted that the girls in the training program were not familiar

with the basic manner of wearing make-up. They also received instruct-

ions in this as well as their hairdos and their basic dress. Most
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students were not aware of their general appearance although when one

observes them prior to receiving training and on completion of train-

ing, there is a marked difference in their overall appearance. Also

upon completion at graduation, many of the parents attended. Parents

were briefly interviewed to determine how their training had affected

the home life. Mat students were still living at home with their

parents. Many parents had previously thought of their children as be-

ing incapable of ever learning or completing a course of training. It

was noted that there wts extreme pride within these families in which

they came wtll dressed to the graduation even though most of them were

from the poorer class of families and many of them had to take off

from their jobs in order to attend the graduation. Many parents began

to accept their retarded child more than in the past, for the first

time being aware that their child is capable of learning, being train-

ed, graduating, and seeking employment.

The factors to be considered such as intellectual level, personal

interest, behavior or adjustment and motivation, it would appear that

the person least likely to succeed would be an individual with the

limited reading or spelling abilities. As can be noted in Table I, IQ

alone was not the determining factor, that is the hirer the IQ the

greater the chances of success, in as much as, there ware a number of

students who revealed a rather low IQ in comparison to the group, and

yet, were able to successfully complete and obtain employment in the

objective. Whereas, all but one who failed showed a very limited read-

ing ability. Behavior and adjustment were difficult to evaluate in as
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much as on the test for adjustment as shown in Table IV in which

the California Test of Personality was administered, most students

that completed this test revealed rather poor levels of adjustment

whether it is in relationship to themselves or social adjustment

however, this did not appear to be detremental to most of the stud-

ents and is difficult to determine whether it is a true reflection

of the student's adjustment, in as much as most of their lives they

have lived in a rather sheltered manner as well as being somewhat

overly protected by their parents and being aware of their very

limited level of ability and achievement and suggest that their ad-

justment levels would not be rated as good.

This report does not tend to coaborate findings of others,

however, in other surveys or demonstration, there wre differences

in methods and manners of teaching. As an example, in a survey of

currently employed Nurse's Aides in Chicago in 1966 by the Depart-

ment of Vocational and Practical Arts Education, they state, "Since

the geneitat mead, ability thneshad ory6 Nunses Aide was 65 in, the

Caonnia CapacZty Quest-ix/maim, .tIvZ ç4we ean zenve as a con-

seAvative mite/144 n the iutuxe setective pnoceszes assuming the

(thou= oi iactons that datont teAt nesutts, e.g., sevene tanguage

oh, heading dii6icatie4." In this result a cutoff score tor IQ of

65 or below was not the essential determining factor for success as

a Nurse's Aide, however, the findings of this demonstration, as well

as the report from Chicago, are somewhat similar stating, "Since

the, neadizg Levet thne4hotd o Nume's Aide was at the 4.2 gnade

teva in the maximum nead2ng test, gnade 3-4, th,i6 6igune can seAve
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a4 a cometvative anitetia in ititute 4deettve puce44e4 044umin9

the ab4ence oi 6acto/14 that dt4tAfmt tt4t 4e414V4." Thus, it was

believed that the lower the grade level of the individual the

less chance the individual would have to be successful in complet-

ing the course. This report tends to corraborate their findings.

However, they did state that they rejected all individuals in the

lower 10 percent of test scores and, therefore, it is believed that

the populations were somewhat different in as much as in their re-

port, they were not limited to evaluating the mentally retarded as

most of the individuals in their report were not intellectually re-

tarded. Their statement, however, that the grade level of 4.2

should be a threshold was not corraborated in this finding, although

the idea that the lower the grade level the less chance of success

was corraborated.

Thus, it would appear that throughout this course of training for

the mentally retarded in this project, the original objectives have

been attained, that is, the objective of Nurse's Aide appears feas-

ible, suitable, and has the very positive effects on the behavior and

functioning of the mentally retarded individual.

SUMMARY AM CONCLUSIONS

This Pilot Project attempted to demonstrate three simple factors:

feasibility of training, method of training, and effects of training

the mentally retarded individual as Nurse's Aide. The project was of

one years duration in which fifty-one students participated. One-third
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of the students completed the course and graduated and were employed

by the completion of this repor. This figure is possibly hirer,

none of the students had been employed previously. As a result of

this project there are a number of observations and recommendations

for training and placement of the mentally retarded in the Nurse's

Aide objective:

(1) No student should enter training under eighteen years

of age in as much as this is the minimum age most hos-

pitals will consider for employment in any area.

(2) The grade level of the students is an important factor

in as much as a minimal level of reading is required

to be employed in this occupation. Thus, the results

obtained in this project reveal a grade level of 3.7.

(3) IQ alone should not be a determining factor alone in

selecting studelts in any project similar to this.

(4) The length of training appears suitable in as much as a

period of adjustment is needed with this population, es-

pecially considered they will be working in a highly con-

fined, highly organized, and highly regulated setting,

i.e., hospitals or nursing homes.

(5) In this Pilot Project screening of applicants for the

program was minimal. This was done in order to see if

any factors immerged that would determine a suitable

candidate for Nurse's Aide training. Therefore, in fur-

ther programs screening to the extent of behavior and

adjustment should be considered as an important factor
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(5) in success, age and the factors determined in this

project.

Resulting Growth,

There has been no previous formal Nurse's Aide training program

for either retarded or non-retarded individuals, thus, it is impossible

to compare methods of training or length. However, out of this pro-

ject, St. Philip's College has begun a Nurse's Aide program based

upon the results of this Pilot Project. The course is very similar

to this project, including the length of time of training and object-

ives. It is believed that the program could be initiated in other

schools, junior colleges, or technical schools, and that these pro-

jects will become increasingly necessary to fulfill this necessary

occupation in the health care field.
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